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2nd Workshop: The Business Model development…



…will be part of the second workshop.
We apply the “Business Model Canvas” (BMC) which helps you to understand your business model.
You are going to “draw” your BM on a canvas, see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Business Model Canvas (Source: http://www.zebramc.com/tag/business-model-canvas/ with remarks by e7)



The BMC comprises two sides – the right side and the left side.
 The right side of the BMC answers questions what your customers are looking for,
distribution channels and revenue streams. For simplification we call this side “Value
Proposition Canvas” (VPC). See green and red circle of Figure 2.
 The left side of the BMC deals with the organisation of the SPIN, costs and key resources
and deals with e.g. the SPIN collaboration contract. For simplification we call this side
“CYNEFIN approach” (as Erik has told us).
 Completion of both sides of the BMC represents your business model.

Figure 2: Value Proposition Canvas (GEA; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqM4ZSVrlg0&feature=youtu.be)
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2nd workshop: Business model development

a) General information
Title of the event: Business case exploitation
Organized by: ISR-UC
Date: 17 February 2016
Duration: 10:00 - 17:00
Location: Coimbra
Invited SPIN partners 3





Conta Watt, Paulo Santos, geral@contawatt.pt
o Energy Efficiency Consultancy company
Schneider Electric, Luis Hagatong, luis.hagatong@schneider-electric.com
o Engineering company with focus on several technologies, but in this case,
EMSystems (hardware and software) for hotels
ISR-UC, Carlos Patrão, carlospatrao@isr.uc.pt
o SPIN Facilitator and transfer of knowledge; Large experience in energy audits in all sectors;
energy efficient technologies expertise; technical and economic feasibility studies;
evaluation of energy efficient measures; impact assessment; quality assurance of projects;

b) Agenda






Review of the main objectives for the SPIN;
Review of the issues discussed on previous meetings with potential Clients;
Develop your business model
o Right side of the Business Model Canvas: Value Proposition Canvas (see Figure 1, Figure 2)
o Left side of the Business Model Canvas: the organization of your SPIN and its tools (D2.2
and D2.3)
Prospection of other Potential Clients.

This was a bilateral meeting between the listed SPIN members.
In the morning a potential Client was visited for the third time. The potential Client is a well reputed four
star Hotel located in Coimbra. The main objective was to perform a walkthrough at the Client facilities in
order to evaluate the potential energy efficiency measures that can be implemented and identify/collect
information for further future analysis.
In the afternoon, the bilateral meeting with the SPIN members took place at ISR-UC facilities. Besides the
discussion of the questions bellow and the business model analysis, the prospection of other potential
clients and other energy efficiency measures was also discussed.
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c) Questions to be answered


Value Proposition Canvas => How will you earn money?
o Red Circle (Figure 2)
 Who is your target group?
 Industry and tertiary sector;
 Service buildings with a reasonable size with necessity to implement
control systems;

o



What are the jobs of your target group?
 General managers, Energy managers and Building maintenance managers.
Administrators may also be involved.



What are the problems (pains) of your target group?
 Lack of funds to invest in energy efficiency measures;
 Lack of knowledge on energy efficiency issues;
 High energy costs;
 The Client usually is not aware about how an EPC can be implemented and
has no trust on the market;
 The Client does not understand that, after implementing an EPC, the ESCO
can be seen as an extension of their operations and maintenance team;
client does not understand that the ESCO is not a mere supplier but a ally
regarding the efficient operation of the measures and installation.



What are the desires (gains) of our targeted clients?
 Having necessary tools to measure, control and reduce energy costs. This
would enable to benchmark their energy consumption in relation to their
competitors in the market.

Green Circle (Figure 2)
 What are the gain creators of your target group?
 No initial investment is needed;
 The ESCO assumes all the technical risk



What are the pain relievers of your target group?
 Energy cost reduction;
 Investment payed on the performance of the implemented measures;
 The fact that the SPIN has a reputed company helps to decrease the lack of
trust on such contracts. This was a request from the customer.
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o



About the services? What does the client want?
 In some cases the Client expects high quality services, but in other cases is
more interested on having an higher percentage on the remuneration of
the performance;
 Usually the Client prefers to have only one company to providing all the
energy efficiency services.

What are the different features of the product / service?
 What are the basic features to fulfil the contract?
 Provide energy efficiency measures that can reduce substantially the
energy consumption and be sustainable for several years.



Performance based features?
 Equipment warranties and guaranteed energy savings.



What produces excitement on the clients side? What does he love to talk about?
This is the best for word of mouth. What can the client also sell as his idea?
 The Client wishes to improve energy efficiency with the smallest
investment possible;
 The SPIN members pay attention to the Client ideas for the building which
are taken into account when analysing the measures to implement.
 He can compare its specific energy uses with other competitors; definition
of some energy indicators, as promised by the SPIN, was very well
appreciated (benchmarks).

About the organizational tools in detail
o What is the final focus area of the SPIN?
 Provide energy efficiency measures based preferentially on control systems.
o Which type of SPIN (simple, complex, complicated) are you going to choose?
 Simple.
o What are the final roles of each partner?
 ISR-UC is the facilitator, ContaWatt is the energy consultancy company and
Schneider-Electric is the service and technology provider.
o Who is the first contact person?
 The first contact is made by ISR-UC.
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o

o

o

o

Who is going to approach the client?
 The first contact is made by ISR-UC, to assess the Client needs and then provide the
most adequate SPIN.
Is there a common understanding on the SPIN contract?
 Each contract will be made between the Client and Schneider-Electric, and will be
evaluated according to each project.
How can costs and invoices be dealt with? Delayed payments, partly payments, covering
retentions?
 Each contract will have to be analysed individually, but delayed payments can be
used in majority of cases.
What are the requirements regarding competence-protection between SPIN-partners?
 The members of the SPIN have mutual understanding of their main competence
within the SPIN and are used to work together for some time.
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Annex: 2nd workshop
Invitation

Agenda
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